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Mounted combat and the art of horsemanship
Fighting from horseback has a long and glorious history, but before the
battle or the joust could take place, both horse and rider needed long,
careful and demanding training.
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Sigmund Ringeck’s mounted combat
Using adult-sized wooden horses helped this student of the Liechtenauer
tradition gain a vastly better understanding of mounted sword, dagger and
unarmed techniques.

28

Thomas Page’s sword and targe
Controversy has tended to surround the only source that describes a
system for fighting with the Highland Scottish broadsword and the round
shield known as the targe. A long-time scholar of Page’s book presents the
case for why that system is both authentic and effective.

36

What now?: Decision-making at the bind
in Liechtenauer’s art
Knowing what to do in that instant when swords come into contact is a
crucial skill. Here are some drills that will help get you there with the
longsword.
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Western Warriors
Col. Thomas Monstery: The Sword Prince
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SWASH – UK 2008
Leeds, England, March 1-2
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3rd annual Dreynevent
Vienna, Feb. 15‒17
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Western Washington WMA Workshop 2008
Seattle, Feb. 15‒17
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Book Review: “Polearms of Paulus Hector Mair”
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